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Metaverse is the future of technology, where its 
applications are leveraged around the world and 
strongly developed in the cryptocurrency world.

Many dog meme coins have been launched after 
Dogecoin like Shiba Inu and Akita, but none of them 
have had the power like Meta Shiba to integrate both 
Metaverse approach and Shiba Inu popularity into a 
strong and promising community of the future. Meta 
Shiba is headed to the new stage of the cryptocurren-
cy world, and we will be the leader within time.

A wise man by the name of Elon Musk once said: 
"Who controls memes, controls the Universe", and 
Meta Shiba will be happy enough to make the world 
beautiful with the power of the memes. Meta Shiba is 
a part of Metaverse and Shiba Inu growth, with the 
strong hyper-deflationary system to reward hold-
ers and P2E mechanism. Trust, hold and watch 
$METASHIB grow everyday

Integrate Meme Doge 
into Metaverse

INTRODUCTION
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ABSTRACT

Meta Shiba is born to become the next successful SHIB 
family project. Its goal is to become a purposeful decen-
tralized memetic project with the combination of 
Metaverse features in gamification, thus bringing back 
profits for METASHIB Holders everyday. Meta Shiba is 
not only trying to bring the adoption of cryptocurrency 
into the mainstream through new concepts such as 
bounty, NFTs, decentralized exchange but also carry the 
love from millions of $SHIB fans around the world to 
grow #DOGE family.

META SHIBA NFTS > 
NFTs market with exclusive NFT Collections will 
be released where users are allowed to create 
and buy / auction their own NFTs.

THE LAND OF SHIBA >
This is the biggest project we are working on.
When combining Shiba Inu and Metaverse into a 
Play-to-earn gaming universe, we believe it will 
make a big boom for the crypto market and thus 
lead the trend in leveraging Meme token and 
gamification.

HODL WITH SHIBA MEME >

 META SHIBA SWAP > 
 
We will provide real-time decentralized transactions on 
our website immediately after launch. 
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VALUE
TRANSPARENCY > 

Meta Shiba is decentralized and 
supported by its fan community. 
We encourage open communi-
cation and believe that trust, 
transparency and community 
are the three pillars of longevity.

LONGEVITY >
Meta Shiba is a long-term proj-
ect where our communities are 
nurtured with long-term eco-
systems and grassroots devel-
opment to drive real use prac-
tices and higher returns beyond 
any temporary trends

COMMUNITY > 
Meta Shiba is one of the fastest 
growing and most popular com-
munities in the encryption field. 
We believe that we can only be 
strong if we are together. Com-
munity is everything, Meta Shiba 
strives to involve everyone 
from all over the world with 
more than +7 countries telegram 
chat groups.
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META SHIBA 
TOKEN

In each transaction, it will be 
charged a 6% fee, which is 
split in 2 ways:

        3% Redistributed to all 
existing holders

        3% Each transaction 
added to liquidity

A portion of Liquidity tokens 
will be burned and blocked to 
keep the market stable. In 
addition, 3% of all transaction 
fees are added to liquidity. 

 LP holders information: ( 
Update later )

Meta Shiba is completely 
decentralized and owned by 
its vibrant community. We 
love to hear your suggestions 
and improve our strategy 
based on that.

REWARD 
HOLDERS
MECHANISM >

LOCKED LP > COMMUNITY-
CENTERED > 



TOKENOMICS
& STATS
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OUR TOKENOMICS >
Name: Meta Shiba 
Symbol: METASHIB
Supply: 1,000,000,000,000,000
Decimals: 18
Network: Binance Smart Chain

DISTRIBUTION > 
- Burnt: 40%
- Presales: 5%
- Liquidity Pool: 15% 
Locked 12 months 
- Airdrop: 1%
- Charity: 3%
- Marketing+ Partnership: 5%
 Locked 6 months/ Monthly vesting 10%
- Ecosystem: 25% Locked 
- Team Development: 6% 
Locked 12 months/ Monthly vesting 10%



DEFLATION >
 In each transaction, In each trade, the transaction is 
charged a 6% fee, which is split in 2 ways.

3% = Redistributed to all existing holders 
3%=  Each Transaction Added to Liquidity

BURNT TOKEN EVENT > 

Besides 40% of Supply Burnt, Meta Shiba aims to 
burn 21% more to keep the price higher and boost its 
valuation. As $METASHIB community reaches more 
holders, more tokens will be burnt. 

MILESTONES FOR BURN TOKEN EVENT:

5k Holder burn 1%
10k Holder burn 2%
15k Holder burn 3%
50k Holder burn 5%
100k Holder burn 10%

TOKENOMICS & STATS



ECOSYSTEM
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SWAP EXCHANGE > 
By using decentralized exchange like 
Pancakeswap, users can easily trade all 
BSC network digital coins on our platform.

FARMS & STAKING >

Use Meta Shiba Token to Farm & 
Staking to get more token rewards, 
thus increase your token count and 
earn money everyday.

NFT MARKET > 

NFTs market with exclusive NFT 
Collections will be released 
where users are allowed to 
create and buy / auction their 
own NFTs.

GAMEPAD >

Meta Shiba GamePad will provide 
gaming developers a series of 
gaming pre-launch supports, such 
as selling unique in-game assets in 
the form of NFT, Farms, NFT auc-
tion and trading marketplace, etc..



ROADMAP
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Q4, 2021
- Smart Contract Audit
- Presale
- PR & Seeding
- Pancakeswap Listing
- Coingecko Listing
- Coinmarketcap Listing
- Meta Shiba Swap Launching
- Airdrop
- CEX listings
- 10,000 holders
- Meta Shiba Farms Release
- Meta Shiba Staking Release
- NFT Marketplace Launching

Q1, 2022
- Gamepad Release
- Game development 
The Land of Shiba
- Partnerships & 
Incubators
- Massive Marketing 
Implementation
- 50,000 holders
- More CEX listings

Q2, 2022
- Test game beta 
“ The Land of Shiba”
- 50,000 holders
- Charity Partnership

 

Q3, 2022
- Official game release
- Top 100 Coingecko
- Top 100 Coinmarket-
cap
- 100,000 holders

Q4,2022
- Update game new 
version
- To The Moon




